MySQL Databases with PHP
Website Planning

Storing data for web applications
• We know that PHP can store data in variables. For
example, a variable called $date could be used to
hold a date.
• We can even create complex variables called
arrays that can store multiple bits of data. For
example, an array called $dates could be used to
hold all your family birthdays.
• The problem with variables and arrays is that
they can only hold data while PHP scripts are
running. Once the page is parsed by the server,
the data in the variables is lost.

Permanent data
• A database is a way to store data permanently on
a web server where it can be retrieved by PHP at
any time.
• Data is stored in a database table. A table is very
much like a spreadsheet and is composed of
columns and rows.
column

row

What is a database?

• A database may contain one table or many tables.
• Data in one table can have a specific relationship
with data in another table.
• Hence the term relational database.
See: relational database

What is MySQL?
• MySQL is a relational database management system
that supports the SQL language.
• SQL stands for “Structured Query Language”.
• MySQL has a close relationship with PHP.
• PHP has a number of functions specifically designed
to work with MySQL.
• Like PHP, it is open source and therefore free.
• MySQL is the “M” in LAMP*.

*Linux, Apache (web server), MySQL, PHP – see LAMP

LAMP
Linux
Apache
MySQL
PHP

operating system
web server
database
scripting

How do I use MySQL?
• Like PHP, MySQL can be downloaded and installed on
a desktop computer*.
• However, like PHP it usually runs on a web server
where it is used to store data.
• Most web hosts who provide Linux hosting also
provide PHP and MySQL as part of their offering.
• PHP and MySQL have grown up together and each
has been developed to work well with the other.

*see WAMP or MAMP

What can I do with MySQL?
• Almost all web applications that we are familiar with
use MySQL. Blog software like Wordpress, bulletin
boards like vBulletin, wikis like MediaWiki and content
management systems like Joomla all use MySQL to
store data.
• However, PHP is required to extract data from MySQL
databases and to construct dynamic web pages from it.
• For example, in a content management system, all the
content of articles, the date, the name of the author
etc. are stored in the database and are extracted and
compiled “on the fly” using PHP each time the page is
requested by a browser.

3 steps to database heaven
1. Create the database and the user (usually
using your web hosting control panel).
2. Add structure to the database (tables and
fields, usually using PHPMyAdmin).
3. Add data to the database (website content,
usually using PHPMyAdmin)
If you are installing a web application, like WordPress, you still need to create the
database and user but the installation procedure will automatically structure and
populate the database for you. If you’re building your own bespoke applications, you’ll
need to follow all 3 steps in the procedure above.

How do I create a database?
• Databases are usually created using the control panel
provided by your web host.
• In most cases, on a Linux server, that will be cPanel.
• You can use either the main MySQL Databases page
or the MySQL Database Wizard to create a new
database.
• Some hosts may use different control panels.

Generic cPanel

Pentangle

Create database and user in cPanel
Creating a new database is very
simple, just enter a name and click
“Create Database”.

However, to connect to a database,
you need to specify a User who is
allowed to access the database.
So, to create a user, enter a name and
a password and click “Create User”.
Finally, the user must be added to the
database.
Select the user name and the
database name from the two dropdown lists and then click “Add”.
Your database is now ready to use
but before you can add any data, you
need to give it some structure.

Create a database at Pentangle
Creating a new database at Pentangle
is much easier, however, you have no
control over the name of the
database – you get what you’re given.
The username and password is the
same for all your databases.
All you need to do is click the “Create
Additional” button.
You will see a simple form where you
can specify how many databases you
need…

Create a database at Pentangle
…In most cases, you'll only need one
additional database, so just click the
“Create Databases” button.
You are then returned to the main
databases page, where you will see
your new database listed.
Your database is now ready to use
but before you can add any data, you
need to give it some structure...
...enter your database password and
click “Connect” to open
PHPMyAdmin.

What is phpMyAdmin?
• Despite its name, phpMyAdmin is an open source
administration tool for working with MySQL databases.
• Structure (tables and fields) needs to be added to a
database so that it can hold data.
• phpMyAdmin is used to structure your database – to
add tables and fields.
• phpMyAdmin can also be used to add data to your
database once it is structured.
• The structure shown on the following slides is for a
simple news application that will show a headline, a
date and some content.

phpMyAdmin homepage

All your databases
are listed here,
click the name to
see the tables.

See: phpMyAdmin

A WordPress database

This is an example of a WordPress database. It uses 11 tables. In
this example, all table names have a “wp_” prefix to identify them
as part of the WordPress dataset. You can click the Structure link to
see the fields (or columns) within any table.

Table structure

This is the structure of the wp_comments table, it has 15 columns
or fields. Each field has a unique name and is described in terms of
its (data) Type, Collation and a few other things too.

Your new table

Select the name of your new database from the sidebar. In this
example, the name is just “_1”. The database has no structure, so
you are prompted to create a table. To do so, simply enter a name
for the table and the number of columns (fields) it should contain
(4 in this case). You can always add more columns later if you need
them. Click the “Go” button to create the table.

Table structure

Table structure is added by giving each column a name and setting a data type. Other
settings should be added depending upon data type and how you want the data to be
organised (ordered).
All tables must have one primary key, this is one column which is used to order the
rows in a table. Typically, this will be a simple integer value (1, 2, 3…) so that rows can
be uniquely identified by that number.

New table settings

The settings shown above are appropriate for the 4 columns we are creating. The
item_id column is our primary key. The attribute for this column is set to unsigned
because there will be no negative numbers and A_I is checked for “auto increment”.
Note that the pubdate column is the only one with a default value.

Data structure with phpMyAdmin

This database has just one table with 4 fields, starting with item_id (a unique index), then
headline, markup and pubdate. Each field is defined as a different data type depending on
what type of content it will contain. For example, the pubdate field is set to display the
current MySQL timestamp each time a new row is created. The item_id field is an
unsigned small integer (0-65,535), the headline can contain up to 100 characters and the
markup is just a text field (up to 65,535 characters).
See: MySQL Field Types

Data structure with phpMyAdmin

The Collation describes the character set to be used and how text will be sorted. The
default value is latin1_swedish_ci (for English, Swedish and Finnish) but utf8_general_ci is
commonly used for multi-lingual data.
Notice that item_id is set to AUTO_INCREMENT. This means it automatically numbers each
row when a new news entry is added – once set up, we can forget about it. It is also
defined as the primary key, which just means that the rows in the database will be sorted
in that order.

Table and column names

Table and column names can use any combination of letters, numbers and
the underscore character. Typically, names use lower-case characters and
the underscore as a separator (spaces cannot be used), hence we have
simple, identifiable names like item_id. When deciding upon names, it is a
good idea to avoid using names that could be confused with PHP or MySQL
functions. For example, we’ve called our date column pubdate (publication
date)because both PHP and MySQL have date functions called “date”.
Although calling our column date wouldn’t cause an error, it may lead to
confusion.

Web application back-end
Most web applications that
use a MySQL database will
have a specifically designed
back-end that allows for data
entry and deals with
database transactions.
WordPress (shown on the
left) is a good example of
this. It has a beautifully
designed back-end that users
can login to and make new
posts and other changes.
However, phpMyAdmin can
be used as a generic backend for data entry…

Inserting data with phpMyAdmin
No value required (auto-increment)

No value required
(automatic timestamp)

Most web applications, like WordPress will have a control panel
that enable users to add data but phpMyAdmin can be used to add
data to any MySQL database. Clicking the “Insert” tab will display
the data entry form defined by the structure we designed.

Browse data with phpMyAdmin
Each database table is a sort of
spreadsheet consisting of rows of
data. This table has 4 columns,
which define the table structure
and there are 3 rows of data.

Once data has been entered, it
can be extracted by PHP using a
query...

Once we have a database
with structured table
columns, containing one or
more rows of data, we can
use it to build a website…

The SQL query

descending

SELECT headline, markup, pubdate FROM news ORDER BY pubdate DESC
these three fields

this table

this value

A query is a simple statement that tells MySQL what data we want. This query selects
the three fields (columns) headline, markup and pubdate from the news table. The
words in upper-case are special SQL operators. We could have used SELECT * (the
wildcard character) to select all columns in the table but more specific queries make
for easier interpretation. The query then uses the pubdate value to arrange the data in
descending order so that the most recent article is always first.
The query, which is just a text string, is assigned to a PHP variable often called $query
within a PHP script.
$query = "SELECT headline, markup, pubdate FROM news ORDER BY pubdate DESC";

See: Writing SQL Queries: Let's Start with the Basics

How PHP and MySQL work together
1. Connect to the database

2. Assign query to variable
$query

3. Issue the query and store the

result in another variable

mysqli_connect()

SELECT headline, markup, pubdate FROM
news ORDER BY pubdate DESC

mysqli_query()

$result

4. Close the database connection

mysqli_close()

The mysqli functions
• The mysqli functions were introduced with PHP5 and
replace the older mysql functions.
• The “i” stands for improved.
• The mysqli functions are more efficient and more
secure than the older functions and should always be
used when working with PHP5 and MySQL 4.1.3 or
higher.
• You may see a number of variations on the standard
mysqli statements in the wild, some programmers may
use object oriented notation, others may use the PDO
(PHP Document Objects) interface.

Link to database and run query

<?php
# host, username, password and database name
$host = "mysql.interdns.co.uk ";
$user = "database_username";
$password = "+M/*Pqdi1;4Y";
$name = "database_name";

The host is always called “localhost”
when the database is on the same
server as your website but if not, you
need to specify the database server.
The value give here is good for
Pentangle hosting.

# connect to to mysql and select database
$conn = mysqli_connect($host, $username, $password, $name);
# build a database query
$query = "SELECT headline, markup, pubdate FROM news ORDER BY pubdate DESC";
# run the query and assign the result to a variable
This PHP script assigns the database
$result= mysqli_query($conn, $query);
access credentials to variables,
connects to the MySQL database,
#close the connection
queries the database and stores the
mysqli_close($conn);
resulting data in a variable called
?>
$result. It then closes the connection.

Fetch and print array data

<?php
# step through each news article, one at a time
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
$headline = $row['headline'];
$date = $row['pubdate'];
$markup = $row['markup'];

# convert mysql date to php timestamp
$timestamp = strtotime( $date );
# format php timestamp
$display_date = date('jS F Y', $timestamp);

}
?>

# print out the news story
echo "<h1>$headline</h1>";
echo "<p>$display_date</p>";
echo "$markup";

All of the selected data is stored
as an array (a kind of
spreadsheet) in a variable
($result). The data will be
extracted one row at a time
using PHP.
This PHP script uses a while loop
to step through each row in the
array using the
mysqli_fetch_array function. It
assigns each row in the array to
a new variable ($row). This new
variable is also an array because
it contains each value in the row
(headline, pubdate and
markup). The next step is to
assign each of those values to a
simple variable…

Fetch and print array data

<?php
# step through each news article, one at a time
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
$headline = $row['headline'];
$date = $row['pubdate'];
$markup = $row['markup'];

# convert mysql date to php timestamp
$timestamp = strtotime( $date );
# format php timestamp
$display_date = date('jS F Y', $timestamp);

}
?>

# print out the news story
echo "<h1>$headline</h1>";
echo "<p>$display_date</p>";
echo "$markup";

…We can assign a single value
from an array to a variable using
the following syntax:
$new_variable = $array['index'];
Where index is the name of the
field selected from the database.
This script does that for the 3
fields selected. It then converts
the MySQL date to a format
ready for printing and then
prints out the news articles
using the echo function and
includes any required markup.
The while loop will continue
until there are no more rows left
in $result.

<?php
# assign username, password and database name to variables
$host = "mysql.interdns.co.uk";
$user = "dwatson";
$password = "dwatson80";
$name = "dwatson_1";

The PHP file

# connect to the database or stop the script and give an error message
$conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $password, $name) or die ("Cannot open database");
# build the query and assign it to a variable
$query = "SELECT headline, markup, pubdate FROM news ORDER BY pubdate DESC LIMIT 5";
# run the query and assign the result to a variable or give an error message
$result = mysqli_query($conn, $query) or die ("Error querying database.");
# close the database connection
mysqli_close($conn);
?>
<!doctype html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>The News (PHP and MySQL example)</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style/base.css">
</head>
<body>
<h1>The News</h1>
<h2>A simple application using PHP and MySQL</h2>
<?php
# step through each news article, one at a time
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
# assign each field to a variable
$headline = $row['headline'];
$date = $row['pubdate'];
$markup = $row['markup'];
# convert mysql date to php timestamp
$timestamp = strtotime($date);
# format php timestamp
$display_date = date('jS F Y', $timestamp);
$display_time = date('g:ia', $timestamp);

The completed code is shown on the left and
the resulting page on the right. We’ve added
a few extra details to the script. For example,
the or die functions tell the script what to do
if there is an error when communicating with
the database and \n in the echo statements
force a new line for good HTML formatting.
We have also added a limit for the number of
news items (5) in the query, this ensures that
the page doesn't get too long.

# print out the news article
echo "<article>\n";
echo "<header>\n";
echo "<h1>$headline</h1>\n";
echo "<p class=\"date\">$display_date</p>\n";
echo "</header>\n";
echo "$markup\n";
echo "<footer>\n<p class=\"date\">Published at $display_time</p>\n</footer>\n";
echo "</article>\n\n";

}
?>

<footer>This news is brought to you by PHP and MySQL (with CSS3 and HTML5)</footer>
</body>
</html>

Formatting HTML with \n
# print out the news article
echo "<article>\n";
echo "<header>\n";
echo "<h1>$headline</h1>\n";
echo "<p class=\"date\">$display_date</p>\n";
echo "</header>\n";
echo "$markup\n";
echo "<footer>\n<p class=\"date\">Published at $display_time</p>\n</footer>\n";
echo "</article>\n\n";

The new line character \n can be added to a string anywhere you need a line break in
the generated HTML code. PHP does not add a line break for each echo statement, so
you do need them if you want your HTML to read clearly.
<article>
<header>
<h1>This is my first news article</h1>
<p class="date">13th February 2013</p>
</header>
<p>This is my first news item. It is very exciting to be working with databases!</p>
<footer>
<p class="date">Published at 3:42pm</p>
</footer>
</article>

Books

All 3 books provide a good introduction to the subject area. The Head First
book may be better if you are completely new to programming and PHP
Solutions may be better if you are a little more confident. Both are available
from the library. Larry Ullman's book sits somewhere between the two and
it’s the book I used when I first learned PHP and MySQL.

A word about notation
For clarity, the example PHP code in this presentation uses the standard mysqli
notation for connecting to and querying a database but there are other ways of doing
the same thing using Object Oriented notation (shown in blue). Both methods are
common and it’s a good idea to recognise what you are looking at:
# connect to the database or stop the script and give an error message
$conn = mysqli_connect($host, $user, $password, $name) or die ("Cannot open database");
$conn = new mysqli($host, $user, $password, $name) or die ("Cannot open database");
# run the query and assign the result to a variable or give an error message
$result = mysqli_query($conn, $query) or die ("Error querying database.");
$result = $conn->query($query) or die ("Error querying database.");
# close the database connection
mysqli_close($conn);
$conn->close();
# step through each news article, one at a time
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
while ($row = $result->fetch_assoc())

Notice that the OO version of each
statement is more compact than the
standard version. OO notation is used in
David Powers’ book, PHP Solutions (2nd
Ed.), whereas standard notation is used
in the Head First PHP & MySQL book and
in Larry Ullman's book.

PDO
In addition to the object oriented method for connecting to a database, you will also
come across another method known as PDO, which stands for PHP Data Objects. It’s
another object oriented method but it is designed to be portable across different types
of database plus it has a number of advanced features.
try {
# MySQL with PDO_MYSQL
$DBH = new PDO("mysql:host=$host;dbname=$dbname", $user, $pass);
}
catch(PDOException $e) {
The code fragment above uses PDO to
echo $e->getMessage();
connect to a MySQL database. PDO is
}
described in David Powers’ PHP Solutions
(2nd Ed.) and in Kevin Yank’s PHP & MySQL
Novice to Ninja (5th Ed.).
I recommend you stick with standard
notation while you're learning the basics.
See: Why you Should be using PHP’s PDO for Database Access

$sql = 'SELECT goodbye FROM lecture';

